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**ABSTRACT**

Oral Squamous Cell Carcinoma (OSCC) is the epithelial tumor of oral cavity and is the most common malignant tumor among all. Oral Squamous Cell Carcinoma (OSCC) is more existing and occurring in old men. It may involve lip and internal structures and may show clearly with exophytic, endophytic, leukoplakic or erythroplakic act of appearing. Occurrence of oral squamous cell carcinoma is in mouth, lip, tongue, floor of the mouth, Sulcus, hard palate, tonsils and 95% squamous cells. There is low survival rate have reported in females, ascribed to delay in availing medical care and seeking less acceptance of treatment, although there are no predictive differences between males and females.

**INTRODUCTION**

Oral and oropharyngeal squamous cell carcinoma comprehends 3% in men and 2% of total cancers in women. The rate of loss of life on large scale and number of deaths in a given period is 2% and 1% for men and women respectively. The clinical presentation in a classical way of head and neck squamous cell carcinoma is a shallow ulcer with heaped-up-edges, often covered by a plaque. The greater inducers (a molecule that starts gene expression) of OSCC are all the forms of tobacco including smoked and smokeless. Since the last many decades, the survival rates of OSCC have not improved and creating a disappointing situation [1].

Cancer is one of the most causes of loss of life on large scale globally, with more than 6 million deaths and more than 10 million new cases [2]. OSCC comes under the main heading of HNSCC and HNSCC are like such diseases which are assuming alarming proportions in the world. In Pakistan, 90% include squamous cell carcinoma [3]. It ranks from the sixth to eighth most common cancer worldwide and its incidence is greatly varied and adapted among different countries [4]. Cancer of head and neck is a destructive disease accounting for 3% of all malignancies with an estimated 37,200 new cases and 1100 deaths every year in the United States [5]. Worldwide, the incidence of oral cancer is nearly 615,000 cases yearly [6] and 75,000 in the United States [7]. Squamous cell carcinoma (SCC or SqCC) is a kind of epithelial cell cancer, which is known as the squamous cell. More than 90% of all the cancers of head and neck are squamous cell carcinomas (HNSCC) and OSCC is included in head and neck squamous cell carcinomas. OSCC is one of the common carcinomas and malignancies in the maxillofacial and oral regions and it is the sixth most common cause of cancer that leads to death worldwide [8].

The mutual relation between age and prognosis seems to give controversy and disputation and some authors show that there is no correlation between them while others show evidence of very bad prognosis in older patients [9]. Another feasible theory that can exist is that those patients develop symptoms earlier who have unfriendly hostile tumors, so they avail...
medical considerations and health attentions sooner, despite these patients still have to face worse and serious results. The outcomes can be more grievous and dangerous, because these malignancies cause a more offensive and self-assertive biologic behavior [10]. The essential part of tumor formation is the new blood vessels being formed. The formation of new blood vessels occurs as the OSCC grows and assail. This is a multi-step process that is regulated by inhibitory and stimulatory factors. This mechanism is known as the neovascularization [11,12].

**Oral Cavity-Anatomy and Pathology:**

The oral cavity consists of the vestibule and the oral cavity proper. It is bounded externally by the cheeks and lips. Palate forms the roof of the oral cavity. The oral cavity connects with the oropharynx at posterior. The oral cavity and oropharynx comprehend the upper portion of the digestive tract. The differentiation of the pathologic processes in prognosis, presentations and grades of histology makes oral cavity and oropharynx distinguished from each other [13].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SITE</th>
<th>PERCENTAGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOWER LIP</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VENTRAL/LATERAL TONGUE</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLOOR OF MOUTH</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOFT PALATE</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GINGIVA/ALVEULAR RIDGE</td>
<td>04%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUCCAL MUCOSA</td>
<td>01%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1: Estimated Percentages of Sites for OSCC*

According to sites, there is a general clinical distribution of OSCC. The table 1 shows us the approximate percentages of cancer progression in the specific site of oral cavity. We need to carefully examine the tongue of patient and the floor of the mouth. Mostly, the common site of tumor is lateral tongue. The lower lip is considered by some a skin site because it is exposed to actinic radiation and therefore has a separate co-factor that promotes growth of cancer.
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*Figure 1: Conditions of oral cavity*

According to sites, there is a general clinical distribution of oral squamous cell carcinoma. Conditions of oral cavity are depicted in figure 1. The table 1 shows us the approximate percentages of cancer progression in the specific site of oral cavity. We need to carefully examine the tongue of patient and the floor of the mouth. Mostly, the common site of tumor is lateral tongue. The lower lip is considered by some a skin site because it is exposed to actinic radiation and therefore has a separate co-factor that promotes growth of cancer.

The field of oral & maxillofacial pathology is progressing day by day with the technological advances in the recent years [14]. Estimation, rise in value & recognition of the clinicopathological characteristics should facilitate an appreciation that the anatomy, physiology, growth or relationship of the structures of maxillofacial region may have been altered by the pathological entity or treatment received [15].
Oral pathology is related to oral medicine, oral & maxillofacial surgery and oral surgery. Oral pathology is the field which involves the study of the diseases of oral and maxillofacial areas and the causes and effects of these diseases [16]. An essential principle is to establish, usually by biopsy, the pathological nature of any lesion suspected of being neoplastic. The first distinction to be made is between benign and malignant lesions [17,18].

**Epidemiology and Etiology:**

In Pakistan, the second most common cancer in males is oral cancer. In developed and developing countries, the incidence & prevalence of oral cancer is highest and increasing fastly [19]. In epidemiology & etiology of oral squamous cell carcinoma, the increasing rates of incidence & mortality has been observed. In men, the incidence rate is 6.6/100,000 while in women it is 2.9/100,000. The mortality rate of OSCC is 3.1/100,000 in men and 1.4/100,000 in women. The incidence and mortality rates related to OSCC is higher in men than in women [20]. In Karachi, increasing prevalence rates have been observed, along with some specific areas of Punjab and Sindh. In Punjab, highest rates have been noticed in Multan and in the case of Sindh it is observed in Jamshoro and much lesser frequency in North West Frontier Province [21]. Increase of considerable amount in rates of mortality have been noticed in most areas of eastern Europe especially in males of young age [22].

There is low survival rate have reported in females, ascribed to delay in availing medical care and seeking less acceptance of treatment, although there are no predictive differences between males and females [23]. The mutual relation between age and prognosis seems to give controversy and disputation and some authors show that there is no correlation between them while others show evidence of very bad prognosis in older patients [9]. Another feasible theory that can exist is that those patients develop symptoms earlier who have unfriendly hostile tumors, so they avail medical considerations and health attentions sooner, despite these patients still have to face worse and serious results. The outcomes can be more grievous and dangerous, because these malignancies cause a more offensive and self-assertive biologic behavior [10]. The essential part of tumor formation is the new blood vessels being formed. The formation of new blood vessels occurs as the OSCC grows and assail. This is a multi-step process that is regulated by inhibitory and stimulatory factors. This mechanism is known as the neovascularization [11].
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